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About This Game

After Death is a platform / exploration game in a dark and hostile world.
With the help from lost souls, you will have to find a way to open a gate which seems to be the exit from this mysterious world

infected by monsters.
By finding powers and armors, each areas can be explored and the truth will be revealed.

- A vast world with 7 completely different ambiences, each with one alternate version
- A 16bits consoles graphics tribute

- About 21 different enemies + 14 bosses + 7 mini bosses
- Many power-up to upgrade the player and to explore more of the world.

- 7-10 hours of play (depending of your curiosity and skills …)
- Original Soundtrack composed by Francisco Cerda (Jamestown, Gunpoint ...)
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Title: After Death
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
After Death Team
Publisher:
After Death Team
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / 7 / 10

Processor: Intel Core Duo 2GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound card

English,French
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It's not real ball hit with the racket. At the serve absolutely no motivation.. I want all games to be like this one... Just go for it !
You'll get an experience, maybe you'll play it twice, but you'll remember it.. The characters are all interesting and you can
become easily consumed with trying to understand what is happening. Unfortunately, I noticed who was doing the crimes in five
minutes. Then you become stuck with making sure you do everything in order or some actions will disappear completely leaving
me to start a new game. Plenty of bugs in the game.

More bugs outside of the game especially with trying to use it on windows 8; before starting the game it had an error saying
something about a 3D also once you minimize the game it kept crashing. Thankfully since the game is extremely short,
constantly starting over wasn't bad. I probably have a bunch of hours on this game from walking away from it to snack and
watch t.v. lol. You can probably finish the game in an hour. Once I reached the end, it felt dry and very unsatisfying. So i tried
to go back and do different things in the game but it was pointless.

Overall the game was interesting but you can definitely save yourself money and time because it is just not worth it.. Good
oldschool RPG. It gives a lot of fun.. What a piece of crap... they offer old game with a lot of bugs.
I am fan of Open TTD, and i still will be. Do not waste you money for this game. Is worthless.
It really supprised me that Steam gave their brand name for this game.... as a special edition.
I want my money back!
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This is my favorite DLC for Empire. Playing as the US, I got tired of London constantly declaring war on me, so I sailed over
the pond and quickly annexed England. Naturally, the other Britonnians weren't too pleased with me, and seeing as how they
held Scotland And Ireland in addition to four powerful navies still in those docks (Strange, I came up from the south with my
fleet and landed my army, they never caught my fleet as it fled back west), I knew that any chance of holding London was to dig
in and declare war with the bluff of threatening Scotland.
This in itself worked out to my advantage, as they took the bait, allowing me to replenish my troops quell the populace and draw
forth regiment upon regiment of stalwart newly minted "American Englishmen" to help secure my half of the Island. Depositing
Pulaski's cavalry (Excellent shock value if you charge them from behind) with 8 support cavalry regiments onto the island, I
moved them up north and sent a force compromising of my general, 2 regiments of US Marines, 6 regiments of Guards, the
New York, the Delaware, 2 units of rangers and the rest line infantry to straddle the area outside of the Scotland provinces
capital and establish a fort. Upgrading that fort to have artillery forts surrounding the main fort, I moved up my cavalry force so
it was inside the reinforcement zone, and then moved up 12 regiments of line infantry to support it.
Britain declared war on me 2 turns later as I finished off both the Iriquois, Choctaw, the forces of Spain in the continental US,
Mexico (MEXICO!!! I didn't even KNOW that Mexico could be formed! As soon as their nation was created, I was so
overjoyed I sailed over and killed them off) and the remnants of Britain provinces in Canada.

They attacked my fort in England with 4 armies comprising of over 7400 men while I was defending with a paltrier 5200.
My US Marines saved the day, holding off the northern wall as over 800 men attempted to assault 2 regiments of 120 men. The
Line infantry broke and retreated over the corpses of their comrades back to the Union Jack's lines, as the enemy guard
advanced under withering musket fire and percussion shells desperately being fired in their direction. As they climbed the wall,
they met the fierce charge of continental Marines angrily bayoneting them, remember my previous assault on London which
cost me a whole regiment of Marines when I attempted to scale the walls with Line Infantry and Marines.

The final tally was 600 dead enemies to my 221 Marines. One regiment had only 16 men left, the other only 3, yet with my
general and Guards in close proximity along with their integrity they never retreated. Oorah!

I heartily suggest this pack if you love Marines, or just seeing hordes of corpses surrounding your units. You could bum rush
them with line infantry, but really? Would you REALLY NOT use Marines if they were available?. EA simulator.  I'm bored
already 
 The reason I can't recommend this game is for one the scares are corny. I am a huge pansy when it comes to scary games and I
was more confused as to why I'm dying then being scared.

There is little to no explanation as to why you die for one, Some monsters are scared of the light, others just kill my
throught he flashlight.

There also seems to be no way to remap keys, which in all reality it's no big deal because the controls are so simple. The
gameplay itself is very simple, yet annoying at the same time. There also appears to be a lack of gameplay settings and
graphics settings along with the lack of key remapping.

 Another down side I would like to add is there is no Achievements or steam trading cards.. That's also a minor bummer.

  I'd like to add that the game itself just seems to lack any substance, area to area it looks the same and I find myself
getting bored of dying for no obvious reason and just seeing the same lame surroundings over and over even when I
make it past the level.

 Lastly, I must say if you want a plus on this game, I can say thus far into level 3 it has ran smoothly with no hiccups.
There is some positive to all games.

All in all, I got this in a bundle so I'm not disappointed. But otherwise, at a price point of $8 I don't consider this worth
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the costs, there are better games out there at a better price for horror games. However, this isn't a terrible game. It's an
okay game that fails to match any real reason to consider it over competition.

. Shadows, where do I begin on this one...
Pros:
-One new faction that is innovative and has unique mechanics.
-Espionage better than anything Civ has ever done.
-$13, while a bit expensive (should probably be $10, like Guardians) is still less than other companies would charge you for a
similar product.
-The Forgotten have the most freaking awsome theme in the game!
Cons:
-Price could be a few dollars lower, but even just a 25% off sale, not uncommon for Endless Legend DLC brings it down to a
good price.
-Espionage could be faster, but maybe that's just my familiarity with Civ talking.

Conclusion:
Buy this, it's good content for a decent price, especially if it's on sale. It makes the game experience a good bit more exciting.
. My brain hurts. Alot of fun.. P.S. Beware of the Positive Reviews that are less than 3 hours. This is a long game. Look at the
times of the other revews.

I got this because I wanted to play the whole series in order and it seemed that the one game braker was fixed according to some
reviews. Some of the later ones Dark Parables are very good. This one is difficult and at one point I really did think it was
broken, but managed to finish it in the end.

Pros:
1) beautiful art work
2) Nice story
3) Nice music
4) I actually like the story, and now that there is a Bonus game is a very nice lead into the next in the series, The Snow Queen.
5) A very very good Strategy Guide with important items in Bold Caps to make finding things easier.

Cons:
1) NO fast travel map - there is a map and it will show where the HOSs are, which is nice, but that is it.
2) It is very very easy to miss picking up something you will need later. And then you HAVE to go the Strategy Guide.

Some of the voice action is not up to the graphic standards of the game. Just sort of meh.

Warning:
The HOSs are really really hard to see. I play a lot of these types of games and this one can be really hard - but they are all very
beautiful and well worth the effort.

I just finished replaying the entire game a second time with the new update/bonus chapter and must say I really enjoyed it very
much - even with the map issues mentioned above. A major part because of the beautiful graphics which are such a pleasure and
the sympathetic story. I do like it when there is no Evil Master but only people being people. Am planning on buying the entire
series, so my rating has been changed from a moderate thumbs down to a very definate thumbs up.
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